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Symbols

c� chord
cf friction coe�cient

cl l ift coe�cient
cp pressure coe�cient

jĉpj Fourier transform modulus of cp, Hz
�2

F Levy-Lees streamwise velocity

F� scaled airfoil surface height, f� = �F�
F1 k-! and � turbulence model blending function

f reduced frequency,
�f�c�

U�1
f� airfoil surface height
f�t airfoil surface velocity
f�x airfoil surface slope

f� frequency, Hz

k turbulence kinetic energy, 1
2[h(u

0)2i+ h(v 0)2i]
M Mach number

Pk turbulence kinetic energy production due to mean rate of strain
P! turbulence dissipation rate production due to mean rate of strain

p pressure
Rij Reynolds stress tensor
R1 ; :: : boundary layer density perturbations

Re Reynolds number
Sij mean velocity rate of strain tensor

T temperature
t time

U1 ; eV1 ; : :: boundary layer velocity perturbations
U1 free-stream velocity

ue boundary layer edge velocity
u� friction velocity
hu0v0i Reynolds shear stress

h(u0)2i; h(v 0)2i Reynolds normal stresses
V Levy-Lees normal velocity component

x; y coordinates nondimensionalized by chord
Y scaled boundary layer coordinate

� angle of attack
�l boundary layer growth factor, 2�
�n turbulence model coe�cient sets 1 and 2

n k-! turbulence model coe�cient
� boundary layer displacement thickness

�ij Kroneker delta
�1 scaled boundary layer displacement thickness

� boundary layer expansion parameter, 0(Re�1=2) as Re ! 1

� boundary layer normal coordinate

�1 ; : :: boundary layer temperature perturbations
� Levy-Lees temperature
� molecular viscosity

�T eddy viscosity
�T kinematic eddy viscosity

� boundary layer streamwise coordinate

v



� density

�k;n dissipation coe�cient for turbulence kinetic energy equation

�!;n dissipation coe�cient for turbulence dissipation rate equation

� Reynolds stress

�w wall shear

� perturbation velocity potential

'n coe�cients for turbulence models 1 and 2 blending


 boundary layer vorticity

! speci�c turbulence dissipation rate

Subscripts:

ave average

comp computed

e boundary layer edge

exp experimental

min minimum

1 free-stream value

� upper, lower surface

Superscript:

� dimensional value

Abbreviations:

b.l. boundary layer

CAP Computational Aeroelasticity Program

IBL interactive boundary layer

J-K Johnson-King

N-S Navier-Stokes

SA Spalart-Allmaras

SST shear stress transport

TLNS thin-layer Navier-Stokes

TSD transonic small disturbance
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Abstract

Flow and turbulence models applied to the problem of shock bu�et
onset are studied. The accuracy of the interactive boundary layer

and the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations solved with recent upwind
techniques using similar transport �eld equation turbulence models is
assessed for standard steady test cases, including conditions having
signi�cant shock separation. The two methods are found to compare

well in the shock bu�et onset region of a supercritical airfoil that
involves strong trailing-edge separation. A computational analysis
using the interactive boundary layer has revealed a Reynolds scal-

ing e�ect in the shock bu�et onset of the supercritical airfoil, which
compares well with experiment. The methods are next applied to a
conventional airfoil. Steady shock-separatedcomputations of thecon-
ventional airfoil with the two methods compare well with experiment.

Although the interactive boundary layer computations in the shock
bu�et region compare well with experiment for the conventional air-
foil, the thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations do not. These �nd-

ings are discussed in connection with possible mechanisms important
in the onset of shock bu�et and the constraints imposed by current
numerical modeling techniques.

Introduction

Shock bu�et or shock-induced oscil lation (SIO) is large-scale ow-induced shock motion
that involves alternating separation and reattachment of a boundary layer. In several recent
computational studies, prominent features of the shock bu�et of the 18-percent-thick circular-

arc airfoil have been computed with Navier-Stokes and thin-layer Navier-Stokes codes (refs. 1
and 2). Those studies highlighted the sensitivity of this problem to the type of turbulence
and ow model and the importance of shock and trailing-edge separation in the onset of shock

bu�et. Although details of the shock bu�et are sensitive to these factors, all computations
have computed the onset Mach number for the circular-arc airfoil quite accurately. After the

comprehensive time accurate calculations made for the shock bu�et of the 18-percent circular-arc
airfoil in reference 2, an assessment using current methods and turbulence models of predictive
capabilities for several more widely used airfoils was undertaken. The present report shows the

results of a computational study of this problem with both the interactive boundary layer (IBL)
method and a thin-layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) code.

The physical mechanisms important in this problem can be investigated from a variety of

viewpoints. For instance, shock strength is implicated in the identi�cation of a Mach number
range ahead of the shock for the 14-percent circular-arc airfoil in which shock bu�et occurs
(ref. 3). Geometry and trailing-edge viscous-inviscid interaction play a role as well. The

18-percent circular-arc airfoil has trailing-edge separation prior to shock separation and shock
bu�et onset (ref. 4). Trailing-edge separation has long been associated with the onset of shock

bu�et. (See refs. 5 and 6.) Shock bu�et for this airfoil is antisymmetric and displays hysteresis
in the onset Mach number range, the latter of which is discussed in reference 7 in connection
with the coalescing of a shock and trail ing-edge separation. Questions remain, however, as to

the important mechanisms involved for other airfoils. For instance, the NACA 0012 airfoil has a
much weaker trailing-edge separation in the onset region and experiences one-sided shock bu�et

(ref. 8). Nor does onset for this airfoil have a hysteresis in Mach number, and it does not
apparently display the sensitivity of the shock bu�et range on Reynolds number that is evident
for the 18-percent circular-arc airfoil (ref. 8).



Experimental measurement of shock bu�et onset is of course complicated by external e�ects
such as wind tunnel noise, Reynolds scaling, and walls. However, experiment and several

computations show transonic Mach numbers within an angle-of-attack envelope for the NACA
0012 airfoil where shock motion intensity and chordwise extent change from a localized shock

oscillatory (or steady in the case of the computations) to a large-scale motion displaying limit
cycle behavior. This has been studied experimentally for the NACA 0012 airfoil in reference 8,
which represents an e�ort to provide quality steady and unsteady lifting surface results with

minimal interference e�ects. In the test of reference 8, tunnel walls were contoured to match free
air streamlines for nominal test conditions derived from Navier-Stokes computations. A much

less extensive study of the NACA 0012 airfoil has been presented in reference 9, which also reveals
shock bu�et behavior. Reference 10, in contrast, presents experimental data from a slotted-wall
wind tunnel for the same airfoil and range of conditions that are steady. Experimental studies

through the onset Mach number range for several supercritical airfoils con�rm that these airfoils
can also experience shock bu�et (refs. 9, 11, 12, and 13). In summary, although di�culties

remain in verifying onset and sorting out the various extraneous e�ects, it is clear that under
the right conditions some conventional and supercritical airfoils experience shock bu�et.

The computations vary somewhat for airfoils other than the 18-percent circular arc. Steady
interactive boundary layer and Navier-Stokes solutions of the NACA 0012 airfoil have been
previously published (e.g., refs. 14 and 15) and compared with the steady data of reference 10.

Shock bu�et interactive boundary layer computations for the same airfoil have been shown in
previous publications with a time accurate integral boundary layer and the classical transonic

small disturbance (TSD) equation (ref. 16) and a TSD using an Euler-like streamwise ux and
a steady integral boundary layer (ref. 7). This last reference has identi�ed the onset behavior
for the NACA 0012 airfoil as a Hopf bifurcation point where the solution changes from an

equilibrium point to a limit cycle solution. The critical point or onset location is the point
having a zero amplitude limit cycle solution. Whether a supercritical airfoil behaves like a

conventional airfoil or like the 18-percent circular-arc airfoil in this and other respects, however,
remains to be ascertained. But the fact that the interactive boundary layer approach has given
shock bu�et onset for the NACA 0012 airfoil that compares well with the onset of reference 8

(e.g., refs. 7 and 17) encourages one to pursue further investigation with this method. Although
it is generally accepted that the boundary layer assumption is violated in many problems of

this type, the interactive boundary layer method does make possible a broader study of the
problem due to its e�ciency. That is done here with a recently developed interactive boundary
layer method using the CAP-TSD (Computational Aeroelasticity Program) potential code with

a modi�ed streamwise ux (ref. 18) and an unsteady compressible boundary layer solved in
�nite di�erence form. This method is shown to give very accurate results for many widely

used attached and shock-separated steady test conditions. Comparisons of wall shear, boundary
layer velocity pro�les, and pressure distributions are shown to match well with experiment and
Navier-Stokes results. In view of the sensitivity of the 18-percent circular-arc airfoil shock

bu�et to turbulence and ow model, comparisons of shock bu�et onset for the NACA 0012
airfoil using several turbulence models are shown. Results are presented for several variations
of the k-! turbulence model. The k-! turbulence model embodies more ow physics than one-

or zero-equation turbulence models and is applicable to boundary layer dominated ows. It
allows solution of the turbulence equations to the wall including the viscous sublayer and also

allows modeling of free-stream turbulence and the e�ect of varying surface roughnesses. This
allows the e�ect of these modeling parameters on shock bu�et onset to be investigated. The
shear stress transport form of the model is used to compute details of the shock bu�et of the

NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil (ref. 13). Comparisons with the experimental shock bu�et data at high
Reynolds numbers of reference 13 are shown at several Reynolds numbers; this represents the

�rst numerical study of the e�ect of turbulent boundary layer Reynolds number scaling on shock
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bu�et onset. The wind tunnel walls are not modeled computationally, and wind tunnel e�ects
are only considered when using standard corrections to Mach number and angle of attack.

Previous unsteady thin-layer Navier-Stokes shock bu�et results for a conventional and

supercritical airfoil using the Baldwin-Lomax model and ux di�erences using arti�cial smooth-
ing were shown by other authors in references 9 and 19. In the present e�ort, the Navier-Stokes

simulation of shock bu�et ows about these airfoils is made with Roe's upwind split ux di�er-
encing and an advanced turbulence model. Thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations are shown
using the Menter k-! shear stress transport (SST) and the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence

models. Thin-layer Navier-Stokes results with a steady separated shock are shown that com-
pare well with the steady interactive boundary layer results; these are followed with thin-layer

Navier-Stokes computations in the shock bu�et onset regions of the two airfoils. The e�ect of
transition location in the shock bu�et onset region of the NACA 0012 airfoil is also examined.

First, the equations and some pertinent theory behind the methods and turbulence models
used in this study are given. Then, the numerical method of the interactive boundary layer model

is described. Last, computational results and comparisons with experiment are presented.

Leading Order Matching and Boundary Layer Equations

As the starting point for obtaining the boundary layer equations, the Navier-Stokes equations

are nondimensionalized by the airfoil chord c� and the free-stream density, velocity, and viscosity,
denoted by ��

1
, U�

1
, and ��

1
, respectively. Nondimensional variables are de�ned by

t =
t�U �

1

c�
x =

x�

c�
y =

y�

c�

u =
u�

U �
1

v =
v�

U�
1

T =
T �

T �
1

� =
��

��
1

p =
p� � p�

1

��
1
U �2
1

� =
��

��
1

where u is nondimensional x-velocity component and v is nondimensional y-velocity component.

Because of the dependence of the resulting equations on Reynolds number, Re = ��
1
U �
1
c�=��

1
,

the unsteady compressible boundary layer equations may be obtained upon expansion of

quantities in terms of successively smaller orders of the parameter �. The boundary layer
vertical scale is de�ned by y = �Y , for a constant y as �! 0 and streamwise extent of O(1). In
the boundary layer, expansions for velocities, pressure, density, temperature, and displacement

thickness are

u � U1 + �U2 + � � � v � �eV1 + �2eV2 + � � �
p � P1 + �P2 + � � � � � R1 + �R2 + � � �

T � �1 + ��2 + � � � � � ��1 + � � �

Displacement thickness is de�ned here as

�1 =

Z
1

0
1 �

�
R1U1

�eue

�
dY

where the subscript e refers to values at the boundary layer edge. To match with the boundary
layer, outer ow quantities are expanded as
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u � u1 + �u2 + � � � v � v1 + �v2 + � � �
p � p1 + �p2 + � � � � � �1 + ��2 + � � �
T � T1 + �T2 + � � �

For the present purpose of obtaining equations usable in solving an airfoil problem, the boundary
layer equations are Favre mass averaged and then Prandtl transposed. The coordinate and

velocity de�nitions are Y = �Y� + F�(x; t) and eV1 = �V + U1F�x + F�t for the upper and
lower surface boundary layers, respectively. Here the airfoil surface height is de�ned as f� = �F�.
The boundary layer equations remain unchanged in form, whereas the inviscid velocity injection

after transformation has the changes to be noted subsequently.

The equations are transformed using Levy-Lees variables. The transformation is

� = x �� =
1
p
�l

Z Y�

0
R1 d

eY
and

F = U1 V = �
p
�l

@

@�

 
p
�l

Z Y�

0
F d�

!

p = P1 � = �1

where �l = 2� . The boundary layer equations become

V� + F + �lF� = 0

�
(l + lT)F�

�
�
�

�l

�e�e
�p� � V F� � �lFt + FV� + F 2 = 0

p� = 0

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(1)

In these equations l = �� and lT = ��T , where � is molecular viscosity and �T is eddy viscosity.

The complete set of adiabatic wall boundary conditions at �� = 0 are F = V = 0, p�� = 0,
and �� = 0. In the wake, the boundary condition is F�� = 0 for a symmetric wake at �� = 0,

whereas an additional equation, such as �-momentum, would be required for an asymmetric
wake.

The leading order matching conditions can be rewritten as

F(�; �� ; t)= u1(x; 0�; t )= 1+ �x(x;0�; t) (2)

V � ��V� =
p
�l

d

d�
[�eue(�1 +

~~�)] (3)

as �� !1 and
p(�; t )= p1(x;0�; t)

�(�; �� ; t )= T1(x;0�; t)

)
(4)

where (u; v) = r�. In equation (3),
~~� =

p
�l
�e

R ��
0

(1� �) d� . The leading order inviscid injection

velocity is now

�y(x; 0�; t)= �

(
�
d(�eue�1)

dx
�
Z Y�

0
[R1t (x; eY ; t) � �1t (x; 0; t )]d

eY
)
�e
�1 + f�x + f�t (5)
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as Y� ! 1. The plus and minus in equation (5) refer to the upper and lower surfaces,
respectively. In the computations that follow we set f�t = 0.

Boundary Layer TurbulenceModel Equations

Variables are nondimensionalized in a manner identical to the boundary layer equations,

with turbulence kinetic energy and speci�c dissipation rate nondimensionalized by U �2
1 and

U �
1=c� , respectively. The resulting equations are Favre mass averaged and the nondimensional

k-! equations rescaled in the same way as the boundary layer equations with the largest order

terms retained. The equations are transformed with a steady Prandtl transposition given in the
previous section.

Transformation with boundary layer variables de�ned in previous section brings the equations

into a nonasymptotic nonsimilarity form that is compatible with the boundary layer equations.
The form of the equations is

dk

dt
= ePk � �l�

�!k +
@

@�

�
(l+ �k;nlT )

@k

@�

�
(6a)

d!

dt
= eP!� �l�n!

2 + 2Re�!;n
1

!

@k

@�

@!

@�
F1 +

@

@�

�
(l + �!;nlT )

@!

@�

�
(6b)

where the transformed convective derivative is de�ned d( )=dt = �l(@=@t+ F @=@�)+ V @=@�.

The �rst two terms on the right, ePk and eP!, are transformed turbulence production due to

mean ow gradients with Reynolds stresses replaced by using the Boussinesq approximation.
The tensor form of the production terms (in terms of physical quantities) is given by

Pk = Rij
@Uj

@xi

Rij = �TSij �
2

3
k�ij

P! = n
@Uj

@xi

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(7)

where Sij is the mean velocity rate of strain tensor and Rij is the modeled Reynolds stress.
In this study, only the leading order boundary layer production terms have been retained.

Furthermore, transformation of these equations results in velocity as well as density gradient
terms arising from the normal Reynolds stress production term. The part of this production
term involving density gradient has also been neglected to simplify the expression; this is justi�ed

because the e�ect of density gradients is expected to be relatively small in the present transonic
applications. Also, in many models, the e�ect of the normal Reynolds stress production is

neglected altogether, although in the present implementation the contribution due to velocity
gradient has been retained. This is based on the observation of Delery from experimental data:
this contribution due to velocity gradient can become important in shock separating ows. (See

ref. 20.) The remaining terms on the right of equations (6) result from di�usion and dissipation.
After solution of the complete equation set, the eddy viscosity is found by �T = Re k=!.

Note that this equation set treats eddy viscosity as a scalar quantity and, therefore, does not
correctly incorporate the relationship between h(v0)2i and h(u0)2i; this can be important at a
shock separation.

Variations of the k-! turbulence model can be created from equations (6) by using di�er-

ent sets of coe�cients. The three variations of the k-! turbulence model and the coe�cients
used in each is summarized in table 1. The �rst variation is the Wilcox k-! model (with F1 in

5



Table 1. Coe�cients for Boundary Layer Two-Equation Turbulence Model

Model n �k;n �!;n �n

k -! 1 0.5 0.500 0.750

k -!=k-� 1 0.5 0.500 0.750

2 1.0 0.856 0.828

SST 1 0.85 0.650 0.750

2 1.00 0.856 0.828

equations (6) set to 0). The second set is the k-!=k-" model. In this variant the k-! model is

used near the wall, whereas the k-" model is used in the outer boundary layer. The k-" model
is activated by the factor F1 in equation (6b) (with F1 = 1). The coe�cients of this two-layer
variation are

�k;1 = 0:5 �!;1 = 0:500 �1 = 0:0750

�k;2 = 1:0 �!;2 = 0:856 �2 = 0:0828

�� = 0:09 � = 0:41

n= �n=�
�

� �!;n �2=
p
��

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(8)

for n=1;2. The k-! model (�rst variation) uses the �rst set of coe�cients (n = 1). In the

two-layer model (k-!/k-"), the coe�cients of equations (8) are blended from layer 1 to 2 by
using the function

' = (1 � F1)'1 + F1'2 : : : ('n = (�k;n;�!;n;�n; n))

The blending function is determined from F1 =
1
2[1 + tanh(arg1)]. Menter and Rumsey give a

function for arg1 involving variables y , !,� , k , and other constants. (See ref. 21.) In the present

method a simple expression is used based on boundary layer thickness that maintains a nearly
constant relative location (at approximately the center of the boundary layer) and width of the

transitional region. The blending function for several representative velocity pro�les is shown in
reference 17.

The third turbulence model is the SST model of Menter. (See ref. 22.) This model is based

on the observation that in an adverse pressure gradient, the ratio of turbulence shear stress to
kinetic energy is nearly constant. Although not applicable to wake reattachment, wall jets, or

free turbulent ows, it should give good results in the present application. This model is again
a two-layer model composed of equations (6) but with the coe�cients for layers 1 and 2 now
given by

�k;1 = 0:85 �!;1 = 0:650 �1 = 0:0750

�k;2 = 1:00 �!;2 = 0:856 �2 = 0:0828

The key di�erence of this SST model with the previous two models is its behavior in an adverse
pressure gradient, where the model switches to a shear stress transport model with � = a1k;

this is accomplished by de�ning eddy viscosity by

�T =
a1kRe

max (a1!;F2
)

with the constant a1 = 0:31 identical to the value used by Menter and Rumsey (ref. 21). The
vorticity 
 is given by @u=@y. In the present formulation F2 equals 1 throughout the boundary

layer.
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Wilcox in reference 23 shows through an asymptotic analysis of the dissipation rate equation
that a balance of the di�usion and dissipation terms in the logarithmic region of an attached

turbulent boundary as y+ ! 0 yields

k = 0 ! =
6�

�1(y
+)2

This boundary condition is valid for the law of the wall and consistent with viscous sublayer

behavior. In a separated turbulent boundary layer, the law of the wall is no longer uniformly
correct, although the prevailing condition of a back ow region is one of turbulence interacting

independent ofmean ow (refs. 24 and 25). The same balance of terms gives the same result with
k � (y+)m for m required to satisfy outer back ow boundary conditions. The same expression
is, thus, equally valid for attached and separated turbulent boundary layers. It should also model

viscous sublayer behavior without resorting to implementation of a wall function or damping
terms. In the present application, a variation of an approximation suggested in reference 26 is

used, in which the dissipation rate at the airfoil surface is given by

! = kb
60�

�l�1(��)2
(9)

for normal mesh spacing �� at the base of the boundary layer. Setting kb = 1 simulates the

e�ect of a smooth surface, whereas smaller values simulate increasing roughness.

At the outer edge of the boundary layer (� !1), a condition that, at leading order, k and !
remain �nite requires that either their �rst and second derivatives in � tend to zero or that the

two parameters be speci�ed. One proposal (ref. 23) is to impose a zero gradient condition at
the outer edge by solving the following equations:

Fe
d!

d�
= ��!2

Fe
dk

d�
= ���k!

In this study the values of k and ! are speci�ed upstream and at the outer boundary layer
edge. This location makes nonzero turbulence energy and length scale gradients at the
outer edge possible but does result in rapid convergence. One solution of these equations,

! = Fe[��o(�=�o� 1)]�1 and k = C1F
2
e �
���=�
o (�=�o� 1)��

�=� with Fe = Constant, can be used

as an approximation for a more general case with �o as an arbitrary constant of integration from
which the initial value !(�a) can be set. This solution represents a modeling of the decay of
grid-generated turbulence of a ow moving at a uniform speed and therefore is also indirectly

dependent on the upstream boundary of the solution domain. In an interacting boundary layer
the problem is simpli�ed. We can arbitrarily set �o = 0 (i.e., airfoil leading edge ahead of the

boundary layer) to ensure consistency of the results to follow for all grids.

In a perturbation analysis of the defect layer equations, Wilcox (ref. 23) has k / u2�
and ! / u2� =ue� in order to return an eddy viscosity proportional to ue� . The dissipation and

turbulence kinetic energy then are found by

! =
4 j�w=�jp
��ue�

(10)

and k is derived by assuming an algebraic model value of eddy viscosity at the outer boundary

layer edge. In equation (10), �w and ue� are implemented in a somewhat arbitrary way:
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ue� = 5�l
1=2Re�1=2 and �w = 5�l

�1=2Re�1=2. The outer boundary value of kinematic eddy

viscosity as used here is given by �T = (10)m�T0 (m = �1; 0; 1) and �T0 = 0:089ue�Re
1=2. The

parameter m allows varying the free-stream kinematic eddy viscosity and kinetic energy.

Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Turbulence Model Equations

Two turbulence models are used in the thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations. They are the
Menter SST version of the k-! turbulence model and the SA model. The manner in which the

k-! model is implemented in the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code di�ers in several ways from the
way it is implemented in the interactive boundary layer code. For that reason the k-! model
equations are repeated here. The k-! SST model equations can be written in the form

�
@k

@t
+ �uj

@k

@xj
= Pk Re

�1 � ���!k Re +
@

@xj

�
(� + �k;n�T )

@ k

@xj

�
Re�1

�
@!

@t
+ �uj

@!

@xj
= P!Re

�1 � ��!2 Re + 2��!;2
1

!

@k

@xj

@!

@xj
F1 Re

�1

+
@

@xj

�
(� + �!;n�T )

@!

@xj

�
Re�1

9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;

(11)

The eddy viscosity is given by

�T = min

�
�k

!
;
a1�k


F2
Re

�

The production terms are approximated by

Pk = �T

2

P! = �
2

where 
 is the magnitude of boundary layer vorticity @u=@y . Note that this di�ers from
the production terms used in the interactive boundary layer method where an additional
production/destruction term is included. The e�ect of the di�erence would be to reduce the

turbulence production in a favorable pressure gradient in the interactive boundary layer solution
relative to that of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes solution. The constants are calculated from
� = (1 � F1)�1 + F1�2, where �1 and �2 are the constants given here:

�k;1 = 0:85 �!;1 = 0:500 �1 = 0:0750

�k;2 = 1:00 �!;2 = 0:856 �2 = 0:0828

�� = 0:09 F1 = 1� tanh(�4)

� = min[max(�1 ;�3); �2]

�1 =
500�

y2

Re�2 �2 =

4��2k

y2CDk-!
�3 =

p
k

C�!y
Re�1

CDk-! = max

�
�
2�2
!

@k

@xj

@!

@xj
; 1 � 10�20

�

F2 = tanh � � = max(2�3 ;�1)

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(12)
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Note that one of the coe�cients and the blending function used in this implementation di�er
from that used in the interactive boundary layer implementation.

The SA turbulence model equation is

@b�
@t

+ uj
@b�
@xj

= Cb1(1 � ft2)
b�
+
n
Cb1[(1 � ft2)f�2 + ft2]�

�2
� Cw1fw

o�b�
d

�2
Re�1

�

Cb2
�
b� @2b�
@xj

2
Re�1

+
1

�

@

@xj

�
[� + (1 + Cb2)b� ] @b�@xj

�
Re�1 (13)

The following de�nitions are used in this equation:

ft2 = Ct3 exp(�Ct4�
2) fw = g

 
1 + C6

w3

g6 + C6
w3

!1=6

g = r + Cw2(r
6
� r) r =

b�bS�2d2Re

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(14)

where bS = f�3
 +
b�f�2

�2d2Re
f�3 =

(1+ �f�1)(1 � f�2)

�

f�2 =
1

(1 + �=C�2)
3

9>>>=>>>; (15)

Eddy viscosity is calculated from the equation

�t = �b�f�1
where

f�1 =
�3

�3 + C�1
3

�
� �

b�
�

�
The constants are

Cb1 = 0:1355 � = 2=3 Cb2 = 0:622 � = 0:41 Cw2 = 0:3

Cw2 = 2:0 C�1 = 7:1 Ct3 = 1:2 Ct4 = 0:5 C�2 = 5:0

Cw1 =
Cb1
�

+
1+ Cb2

�

9>>>>=>>>>;
(16)

Additional details on the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations and the numerical method used can
be found in reference 2.

Numerical Method for Interactive Boundary Layer Equations

The quasi-simultaneous interactive boundary layer method as implemented by Davis and

Werle has been modi�ed for the present application. It couples the unsteady boundary layer
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equations solved in �nite di�erence form and the CAP-TSD potential code via a consistent
matching condition and interaction law. The TSD solution uses a streamwise ux that

approximates an Euler ux to several orders. The turbulence equations are decoupled from
the boundary layer equations and solved �rst at each time step n + 1. Mean ow values at the

previous time step n are used in the turbulence model computation. The equations are solved
with full implicit �nite di�erencing. Both the streamwise and normal derivatives have upwind
di�erencing to enhance diagonal dominance, and the nonlinear coe�cients involving k and ! are

lagged at the previous time step, giving the turbulence modeling �rst-order accuracy in time
and space.

Mean ow quantities used in the turbulence equations and the values of k and ! actually

used in computing eddy viscosity have also been found to result in a more stable boundary
layer interaction if smoothing is applied. An averaging function of the form � = ��� is used
with summation over 6 to 9 adjacent grids. In computing equations (6), � = [F; V ] is replaced,

whereas in computing eddy viscosity, � = [k; !] is replaced with averaged values of �. Note
that in neither of these cases is the arti�cial smoothing applied to either the boundary layer or

turbulence �eld solution directly ; thus, the form of the leading order equations (eqs. (6)) being
solved is maintained.

For the computation of the �nite di�erence equations, the following terms are de�ned:

ea1i = �li

��i
ea2i = �li

��i+1
ea3i = �li

�t

ebi = 1

2
+

�li

2��i
eci = �li

2��i

ed1j = 1

��j�1
ed2j = 1

��j
eej = ��j�1

2��j��ave

efj = 1

2��ave

�
��j

��j�1
�

��j�1

��j

� egj = ��j

2��j�1��ave

ehj = 1

��ave��j
ei j = 1

��ave��j�1

The mesh spacing functions are de�ned by

��i = �i � �i�1 ��i = �i+1� �i

and

��ave =
1

2

�
��j + ��j�1

�

The boundary layer equations are �nite di�erenced as follows:

Continuity:

ed1j(V n+1
ij � V n+1

ij�1)+
ebi(F n+1

ij + Fn+1
ij�1) = eci(Fn+1

i�1j + Fn+1
i�1j�1)
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X-momentum:

Lij+1=2
ehjFn+1

ij+1
� (Lij+1=2

ehj + Lij�1=2
eij + ea3i � 2� eFn+1)F n+1

ij
+ Lij�1=2

eij Fn+1
ij�1

+ �F n+1
ij (eejeV n+1

ij+1 +
efjeV n+1

ij + egj eV n+1
ij�1)� V n+1

ij [�ed2j(eFn+1
ij+1 �

eFn+1
ij )

+ (1� �)ed1j(eFn+1
ij � eF n+1

ij�1)]

+ � eF n+1
ij

(eejV n+1
ij+1

+ efjV n+1
ij

+ egjV n+1
ij�1

)� eV n+1
ij

[�ed2j(Fn+1
ij+1

� Fn+1
ij

)

+ (1� �)ed1j(Fn+1
ij � F n+1

ij�1)] �
ea1i�n+1

�e�e
(pn+1
ij � pn+1i�1j)

= � eFn+1
ij

(eej eV n+1
ij+1

+ efj eV n+1
ij

+ egjeV n+1
ij�1

)� eV n+1
ij

[�ed2j(eF n+1
ij+1

� eF n+1
ij

)

+ (1� �)ed1j(eFn+1
ij � eF n+1

ij�1)]

+ � eF n+1eF n+1 + ea3iF n
ij + (1 � �)ea2i(eF n+1

i+1j �
eF n+1
ij )

Y-momentum:

pij+1� pij = 0

where L = l + lT . In the X-momentum equation (and the turbulence model equations to be
shown next)

� = max

" eFn+1
ij

jeFn+1
ij j

; 0

#
and

� = max

" eV n+1
ij

jeV n+1
ij j

; 0

#
The tilde represents the value from the previous iteration. The matching condition is di�erenced

as follows:

V n+1
ijmax

�
�max

��

�
V n+1
ijmax

� V n+1
ij max�1

�
=

p
�l

��i

�
�eue

�
� +

~~�
�n+1

i
� �eue

�
� +

~~�
�n+1

i�1

�

The term
~~� is explicitly integrated through the boundary layer and is treated as a knownquantity

at each inversion. The interaction law is of the form

un+1
e = Ci +Di

�
�eue�

n+1
i

�
where C and D result from the inviscid governing equation. Streamwise sweeps of the bound-
ary layer are performed. At the outer edge, the X-momentum equation is replaced with the
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interaction law and the Y-momentum equation replaced with the X-momentum equation. The
turbulence model equations are di�erenced as follows:

� L!ij+1=2
ehj!

n+1
ij+1 + (L!ij+1 =2

ehj + L!ij�1 =2
eij + ea3i + �li�

�!nij)!
n+1
ij � L!ij�1=2

eij!
n+1
ij�1

+ V n
ij [�

ed2j(!
n+1
ij+1

� !n+1
ij

)+ (1 � �)ed1j(!
n+1
ij

� !n+1
ij�1

)]

+ Fn
ij[�ea1i(!

n+1
ij � !n+1i�1j) + (1� �)ea2i(!

n+1
i+1j � !n+1ij )] = eP! + ea3i!

n
ij

and

� Lkij+1 =2
ehjk

n+1
ij+1 + (Lkij+1=2

ehj + Lkij�1 =2
eij + ea3i + �li�!

n
ij)k

n+1
ij � Lkij�1 =2

eijk
n+1
ij�1

+ V n
ij [�

ed2j(k
n+1
ij+1

� kn+1
ij

)+ (1 � �)ed1j(k
n+1
ij

� kn+1
ij�1

)]

+ Fn
ij[�ea1i(k

n+1
ij

� kn+1
i�1j

) + (1� �)ea2i(k
n+1
i+1j

� kn+1
ij

)] = ePk + ea3ik
n
ij

where L() = l + �( )nlT . The parameters � and � are as de�ned earlier for the boundary layer

equations. These equations are replaced at the outer boundary layer edge with the boundary
conditions discussed in a previous section. Solved in this form, the equations decouple resulting

in two e�cient scalar tridiagonal inversions through the boundary layer.

One or two global subiterations of the turbulence equations at each time step typically are
required to reach single precision machine accuracy. The complete code has been vectorized
with an average performance on a CRAY Y-MP computer of 41 Mops, with the inviscid

solver requiring approximately 150 Mops and the boundary layer solver requiring approximately
25 Mops. Run times for converged steady state solutions are summarized in table 2. They

compare quite well with other viscous codes.

Table 2. CPU Execution Times of IBL Code

Equivalent Computer time, min

Grid size C-grid ��min �t (a)

Coarse 134 by 120 0.03 0.015 5

Medium 260 by 120 0.015 0.008 20

Fine 360 by 125 0.008 0.004 55

aTo converge to within 2 percent of cl.

Steady Computations

RAE 2822 Airfoil

The accuracy of the interactive boundary layer model is assessed by comparing steady state

computations with the data of reference 27 and integral interactive boundary layer and Navier-
Stokes results. The k-! SST turbulence model is used in both the present interactive boundary

layer and thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations. The experimental database for Computer
Program Assessment (ref. 27) provides steady pressure, boundary layer, and wake data for sev-
eral transonic cases. Those to be calculated here are AGARD cases 6, 9, and 10, which range
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from the relatively easy case to the fairly di�cult case 10 that has quite a strong shock boundary
layer interaction. This test also has well -known problems related to tunnel interference, which

make corrections to the data necessary. Consequently, a degree of uncertainty exists, especially
in case 10.

Experimental transition was �xed at 3 percent chord. In the present computations, transition

has been simulated by starting the boundary layer just behind the leading edge with a very
small upstream eddy viscosity (or k in the k-! model) and placing computational wall surface
roughness, through boundary conditions in the turbulence model, from 3 to 5 percent chord.

The �rst calculated results are for AGARD case 9 shown in �gure 1. Except at the upper

surface leading edge where the superiority of the Euler solution on a body-�tted coordinate
system over the present TSD solution is evident, the present Cp distribution is appreciably

better than that of reference 28 using an algebraic turbulence model. The shock strength and
location using the present interactive boundary layer method match experiment very well, where
algebraic models typically overpredict both shock strength and location. This trend is also

evident in the skin friction and displacement thickness distributions presented in �gures 2 and 3.
The present results in these �gures match experiment better except possibly near the leading

edge. Otherwise, the recovery aft of the shock is stil l slightly too strong.

With this case, we can also make a comparison of accuracy and e�ciency for grids having
di�ering amounts of grid stretching in the boundary layer. Figure 4 presents cp distributions for
boundary layers having an average of approximately 175 and 85 boundary layer grids normal to

the airfoil surface. As shown in table 2, the coarser grid reaches moderate engineering accuracy
fairly e�ciently. For the sake of accuracy, all the previous and remaining results are with the

�ner boundary layer grid spacing.

Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Integral IBL (zero equation) (ref. 28)

2

1

0

–1

–2

x

–cp

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Figure 1. Pressure coe�cients for RAE 2822 airfoil, AGARD case 9, at Mexp = 0:73;� = 3:19�, and Re = 6:5 � 106.
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Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Integral IBL (zero equation) (ref. 28)

x

cf

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

.006

.004

.002

Figure 2. Friction coe�cients for RAE 2822 airfoil, AGARD case 9, at Mexp = 0:73; � = 3:19� ; and Re = 6:5� 106.

Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Integral IBL (zero equation) (ref. 28)

δ

x
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

.03

.02

.01

Figure 3. Displacement thicknesses for RAE 2822 airfoil, AGARD case 9, at Mexp = 0:73;� = 3:19�; and

Re = 6:5 � 106.

Experiment
85 normal b.l. grids
175 normal b.l. grids

2

1

0

–1

–2

x

–cp

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Figure 4. E�ect of boundary layer grid stretching for AGARD case 9 at Mexp = 0:73;� = 3:19�; andRe = 6:5� 106.
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Results using the present interactive boundary layer method are shown with experiment and

with other computational results for AGARD case 6. As seen in �gure 5, the present results

are not quite as good as the very good match of the previous case, although the displacement

thickness, seen in �gure 6, appears to match experiment well. Since the present method employs

a �nite di�erencing of the boundary layer, velocity pro�les are also presented in �gure 7. Again,

except where boundary layer recovery is somewhat too rapid, the results are very good.

Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Integral IBL (one equation) (ref. 15)

2

1

0

–1

–2

x

–cp

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Figure 5. Pressure coe�cients for RAE 2822 airfoil, AGARD case 6, at Mexp = 0:725; � = 2:92� ; and Re = 6:5� 106.

Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Integral IBL (one equation) (ref. 15)

δ

x
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

.03

.02

.01

Figure 6. Displacement thicknesses for RAE 2822 airfoil, AGARD case 6, at Mexp = 0:725; � = 2:92� ; and Re = 6:5� 106.
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x =  0.650

Experiment
Present IBL

x =  0.498

x =  1.025x =  0.900

.010

.008

.006

.004

.002

.040

.030

.020

.010

0 .5
u/ue

1.0

.020

.015

.010

.005

0 .5
u/ue

1.0

0 .5
u/ue

1.0

y y

y
y
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.030

.020

.010

0 .5
u/ue

1.0

Figure 7. Boundary layer velocity pro�les for AGARD case 6 at Mexp = 0:725;� = 2:92�, and Re = 6:5� 106.

The conditions so far, with mild viscous-inviscid interaction, have been quite easy. AGARD

case 10 is more challenging and takes 3{4 times longer to compute than the previous cases. The

integral interactive boundary layer computations of references 15 and29 are presented in �gure 8,

and the Navier-Stokes computations of reference 30 using the Johnson-King model are also

presented in �gure 8. The computations of the other references are atM = 0:75 and � = 2:81�.

With the present method, at � = 2:81�, the solution exhibited growing shock oscillations and

required a reduction to � = 2:70� to reach a steady state. At this angle, the present results

represent a very goodmatch with both experiment and the Navier-Stokes results of reference 30.

Finally, note that the accuracy of the present interactive boundary layer computations for all

these AGARD cases, which is superior to the integral boundary layer results shown here, may

su�ciently justify the present use of a �nite di�erenced boundary layer rather than the empirical

and sometimes ad hoc closure relations used in integral boundary layer methods.
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Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Integral IBL (one equation) (ref. 15)
Integral IBL (one equation) (ref. 29)

–1

–2

0

1

2

–1

–2

0

1

2

–cp

–cp

Experiment
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
N-S (J-K model) (ref. 30)

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x

Figure 8. Pressure coe�cients for RAE 2822 airfoil, AGARD case 10, atMexp = 0:75 and Re = 6:2 � 106.

NACA 64A010 Airfoil

A steady state solution using the present interactive boundary layer method and the k-!

SST model has been computed for the NACA 64A010 airfoil at an angle of attack of 2�

M1 = 0:80, and Re = 2� 106. At an angle of attack of 2�, the computed ow �eld separates

over approximately 6 percent of the chord, representing a case for which the boundary layer

has signi�cant shock separation and yet the available experimental data appear to be steady.

Thin layer Navier-Stokes results from using the k-! SST turbulence model and experiment,

both from reference 21, are presented in �gure 9 for comparison with the presently computed

interactive boundary layer results. The present SST model results compare quite well with the

Navier-Stokes results except near the leading edge and at the shock location.
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Experiment (ref. 21)
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
TLNS (k-ω SST) (ref. 21)

1

0

–1

–2

x

–cp

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Figure 9. Pressure coe�cients for NACA 64A010 airfoil at M1 = 0:80;� = 2:0� , and Re = 2� 106.

NACA 0012 Airfoil

The present interactive boundary layer and thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations both,

using the k-! SST turbulence model, are presented for a steady condition of reference 8 near

shock bu�et onset. The thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations use Roe's ux di�erence splitting

with up-wind biased third-order di�erencing and ux limiter. Multigrid is used to accelerate

convergence at each time step. The k-! SST turbulence model used in the thin-layer Navier-

Stokes computations is identical to that of reference 21. The only structural di�erences between

that and the present interactive boundary layer implementation is the inclusion in the interactive

boundary layer model of the production term proportional to kinetic energy, slight di�erences

in the coe�cients, and a di�erent blending function.

For the Navier-Stokes computations, several C-grids were tried having various spacings. Each

grid gave qualitatively similar results. The grid used in computing the results shown here is

moderately �ne, with dimensions of 297 by 121. This grid extends 10 chords downstream and

9 chords away from the airfoil. Outer boundary conditions are for free air. Normal wall spacing

is �y+ � 5. The inner portion of this grid is shown in �gure 10. The grid used in the interactive

boundary layer computation is the �ne grid discussed earlier.

For reference purposes, the thin-layer Navier-Stokes pressure distribution and that from the

present interactive boundary layer method are presented in �gure 11 for a steady condition just

below onset at M1 = 0:775, � = 2:05�, and Re = 10� 106. From 5 to 10 percent chord on

the upper surface, aft of the shock, and a portion of the lower surface are the only areas where

the two computations di�er slightly. Since the authors of reference 2 found that turbulence has

a signi�cant impact on bu�et computations, an examination of Reynolds stress levels for this

steady condition by the two methods is in order. A comparison of the data in �gure 12 shows

that the interactive boundary layer gives peak values that are less than half those produced

by the thin-layer Navier-Stokes implementation up to at least 5 percent chord. The thin-layer

Navier-Stokes method on the other hand is producing relatively constant peak turbulence levels

from the leading edge with no evidence of transition. The di�erence in levels at x = 0:44 reects

a slight di�erence in shock location. Otherwise a signi�cantly higher turbulence level is produced

by the interactive boundary layer in the outer wake area of the boundary layer combined with

a correspondingly thicker boundary layer from the shock to the trailing edge.
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This case, just below the experimental shock bu�et onset of reference 8, is presented in

anticipation of the unsteady computations shown next. Although the thin-layer Navier-Stokes

and interactive boundary layer computations of the shock bu�et for the supercritical airfoil show

good agreement, the shock bu�et computations for the NACA 0012 airfoil with the two methods

are shown next to give considerably di�erent results.

Figure 10. Near �eld of thin-layer Navier-Stokes grid.

Experiment (ref. 8)
Present IBL (k-ω SST)
Present TLNS (k-ω SST)

–cp

x
.50

1.5

1.0

.5

.0

–.5

–1.0

–1.5
1.0

Figure 11. Pressure coe�cients for NACA 0012 airfoil at M
1

= 0:775; � = 2:05� ; and Re = 10� 106.
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Figure 12. Boundary layer pro�les for k-! SST model at M1 = 0:775;� = 2:05�, and Re = 10� 106.
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Unsteady Computations

NASA SC(2)-0714 Airfoil

The present interactive boundary layer and thin-layer Navier-Stokes methods have been used

to compute in the shock bu�et onset region of the NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil , corresponding to
Mexp = 0:74 of �gure 13. The conditions shown in that �gure are from the experimental data
set discussed in reference 13 from a high Reynolds number wind tunnel test conducted in the

Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. The purpose of this test was to provide data
of transonic conditions of a �xed and pitching NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil through a range of
Reynolds numbers. Reference 13 documents cases for �xed angles of attack from that test, some

of which show shock bu�et. These data are signi�cant in the present context not only because
shock bu�et is displayed but because a slight Reynolds scaling is revealed in the onset location.

The data require, however, signi�cant correction for wind tunnel e�ects such as downwash or
Mach number. For instance, based on the theory of reference 31, at cl = 0:93, the angle of
attack corrected to account for induced downwash would be �� = �1:6� . The corrected Mach

numbers for this wind tunnel are found in reference 32. Only the Mach number corrections are
used in the computations to follow.

The experimental conditions showing shock bu�et are cases 5 and 7 in �gure 13 which are at

Mexp = 0:74, � = 3:0� , and Re = 15 � 106 and 30 � 106, respectively. Those experimental data
display a Reynolds scaling e�ect in the location of the shock bu�et onset, a feature that is also
shown in the present computations. In the computations that follow, the critical point at which

onset occurred was found by increasing the angle of attack by increments of 0:2� until onset
occurs and interpolating to the bifurcation point. The bifurcation point location was inferred

by the relative decay or growth rates of the shock oscillation at successive angles of attack. To
assess the sensitivity of these computations to the grid used, this procedure was repeated with
the three grids discussed previously. The bu�et boundary was identical for all to within �0:1�.

Based on this result, the shock bu�et interactive boundary layer computations were made with
the �nest of the three interactive boundary layer grids.
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α,
deg

Mexp

.71

Cases 1–3; Re = 6 × 106, 15 × 106, and 30 × 106

Cases 4 and 6; Re = 15 × 106 and 30 × 106

Cases 5 and 7; Re = 15 × 106 and 30 × 106

.72 .73 .74

Estimated experimental
shock buffet

.75 .76

Figure 13. Experimental data (ref. 13) for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil, steady and unsteady cases.
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Interactive boundary layer results shown in the �gures discussed subsequently are compared
with experimental data from reference 13. As seen in �gure 14, computed onset is very near

the angle of attack of the experimental shock bu�et at � = 3:0� , but the solution reveals a
slight Reynolds number e�ect. This e�ect is made clearer by the unsteady pressure coe�cient

moduli plotted in �gure 15 for solutions at successive angles of attack. Quite near bu�et onset, a
di�erence in intensity at di�erent Reynolds numbers exists whereas deeper into bu�et, di�erence
diminishes. The similarity of the solutions near bu�et onset with the data shown in �gure 16

suggests that the experimental conditions are also very near shock bu�et onset. Figure 17
presents computed and experimental upper surface mean pressure coe�cient distributions for

cases 5 and 7. The computed mean cp chordwise distributions in �gure 17 and the normalized
unsteady jbcpj distributions in �gure 15 suggest that the angle of attack to match the experiment
at �exp = 3:0� should be computed at an angle of attack close to that angle. On the other

hand, �gure 18 shows the computed frequency approaching experiment slightly as the angle of
attack is increased to 3:4� . This feature and the fact that the corrected angle of attack based on

reference 31 would be �corr = 1:4� is somewhat puzzling. The experimentally observed rearward
shift of the shock oscillations with increasing Reynolds number is also not represented in the
numerical solutions. The computations place the region of shock oscillation several percent

forward at the higher Reynolds number.

Thin-layerNavier-Stokes computations with the SA model are shown next, for conditions near
the shock bu�et case 5 of �gure 13 at a Reynolds number of 15� 106. The grid used had mesh

spacing essentially the same as that used in the steady NACA 0012 thin-layer Navier-Stokes
computations discussed earlier. Wall spacing is �y+ � 6. To initiate the thin-layer Navier-
Stokes computations, a steady solution at an angle of attack several degrees below experimental

bu�et onset was obtained. Second-order time accurate computations were begun with step jumps
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deg

Reynolds number

Present IBL, steady 

Present IBL, steady 
cases 4 and 6

Present IBL, computed
buffet onset

1510 20 25 30 35 × 106

Estimated experimental
shock buffet

Figure 14. Computed shock bu�et onset for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil, k-! SST model, at Mcomp = 0:725 and

Mexp = 0:74.
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in the angle of attack with an amplitude of �2� to approximate a single shock oscillation; this
was used to initiate the shock bu�et. A time step size of 0:04 (nondimensionalized by speed of

sound) was used for the time accurate computations with 4{5 subiterations per time step and
multigrid. The computations were continued to either a steady state or a converged limit cycle

oscillation.

cp 
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3.0
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No buffet
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Figure 15. Shock bu�eting normalized moduli for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil at Mcomp = 0:725 on upper surface.
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Figure 16. Shock bu�et moduli for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil at peak frequencies for cases 5 and 7 at Mexp = 0:74

and �exp = 3:0� on upper surface. Experimental data from reference 13.
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Figure 17. Shock bu�et mean pressure coe�cients for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil at Mcomp = 0:725 on upper surface.

This procedure was repeated at successive angles of attack at increments of 1=2�. The results
of these computations are shown in �gures 18 to 22. These results compare reasonably well

with experiment as well as with the IBL computations. Onset of shock bu�et occurs between
the angles of attack from 3� to 3:5�; this is compared with an onset at an angle of attack of

2:97� from the IBL computation. The cl trace of �gure 20 shows shock oscillations at � = 3:5�

having reached converged limit cycle behavior, the frequency of which is quite close to that of
experiment. (See �g. 18.) The interactive boundary layer and thin-layer Navier-Stokes mean

cp distributions in �gure 21 are in moderate agreement, although the thin-layer Navier-Stokes
computation is in somewhat better agreementwith experiment in the shock region. The pressure

recovery toward the trailing edge is also somewhat more rapid in the interactive boundary layer
solution. Figure 22 shows experimental chordwise distributions of jbcpj normalized to peak values
of the fundamental along with those of the interactive boundary layer and thin-layer Navier-

Stokes computations. The relative magnitudes of the computed fundamental and �rst harmonic
match experiment very well, although in both the chordwise extent of the shock oscillation is

forward of experiment. Both underestimate the overall extent as well. For example, the shock
motion extent in the thin-layer Navier-Stokes computation is roughly half that of the experiment.

This comparison of both computed results with experiment o�ers hope that both the
interactive boundary layer and the thin-layer Navier-Stokes methods give a reasonably accurate

computation of shock bu�et onset. As seen in the next section this view may be premature.
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Figure 18. Shock bu�et frequencies for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil for case 5.
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Figure 19. Computed shock bu�et onset for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil, SA model, at Mcomp = 0:725 andMexp = 0:74.
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Figure 20. Shock bu�et lift coe�cients for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil, SA model, at Mcomp = 0:725; �comp = 3:50�;
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Figure 21. Shock bu�et mean pressure coe�cients for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil atMcomp = 0:725 on upper surface.
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Figure 22. Shock bu�et normalized moduli for NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil, fundamental and harmonic, case 5, at
Mcomp = 0:725 and �comp = 3:10� (IBL) and 3:5� (TLNS) on upper surface.
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NACA 0012 Airfoil

The present interactive boundary layer and thin-layer Navier-Stokes methods have been used

to compute in the shock bu�et onset region of the NACA 0012 airfoil. In view of the sensitivity of

shock bu�et to turbulence modeling observed in other studies and the extensive data available

for this airfoil, an analysis has been made of the e�ect of turbulence model parameters on

bu�et onset with the interactive boundary layer model. For the interactive boundary layer

computations, the medium resolution grid was used in comparisons of turbulence models to

reduce computation times. The time step was 0:012 with 2 to 3 boundary layer subiterations

per time step. In assessing onset location for each of the turbulence models, the angle of attack

was successively increased by increments of 0:2� . Onset was taken as the �rst angle at which

computed oscillations continued to grow after several initial cycles of transient shock oscil lations

had passed.

The bu�et boundaries found by using the present interactive boundary layer method and

other published results along with the experimental values from reference 8 are shown in �gure 23.

The k-! SST turbulence model uniformly gives the boundary lower than the other turbulence

models and overall represents the best match of all the models. Both the Wilcox one and two

layer models appear to give only slight improvement over results with an algebraic model. From

�gure 24, there is also a rather modest decrease in onset angle with decrease in the value of

turbulence kinetic energy k at the boundary layer edge corresponding to a lower free-stream

turbulence level.

The thin-layer Navier-Stokes shock bu�et onset computations for this airfoil were done with

both the k-! SST and the SA turbulence models. The same procedure was used for these com-

putations as for the supercritical airfoil. To initiali ze, a steady state solution was obtained at

an angle of attack of 2� below experimental bu�et onset. A steady lift coe�cient was obtained.

Second-order time accurate computations were begun by using time steps of 0:005 and 0:04

with the k-! SST and SA turbulence models, respectively. Step jumps in the angle of attack

with anamplitude of�2� simulating a single shock oscillationwere used to start the shock bu�et.
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Computations were completed with the two turbulence models at the highest Mach number at
a �nal angle of attack well into the bu�et region. Because of a time step restriction, apparently

imposed by the k-! SST model, this is the only unsteady computation that has been made by
using that model. Although comparison of the SA and the k-! SST model results are not shown,

computation con�rmed that the two models give very similar results in the shock bu�et region
and that the ensuing thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations could be concluded with the SA
model alone. Accordingly, all unsteady results shown have been computed with the SA model.

The results of this investigation are shown in �gures 25 and 26. At M1 = 0:775 and

� = 4:0�, the cl oscil lation amplitude had damped to about 10 percent of the peak excursion
1 1=2 cycles after the driving force was eliminated. (See �g. 26(a).) Computations several cycles

farther showed oscillations continuing to damp out. Although skin friction is not shown, the
�nal steady state solution has a signi�cant shock separation that marginally reattaches just
before the trailing edge. This procedure was repeated at higher angles of attack with a similar

level of damping. Computations at M1 = 0:75 over a range of angle of attack give slightly less
damped shock oscillations, whereas at a Mach number of 0:725 the shock oscillations are even

less damped. These results have been obtained with the turbulence model computed throughout
the ow �eld. The e�ect of a turbulent transition occurring in the 10-percent-chord range has
been simulated as well by turning the turbulence production terms on at 10 percent chord with

zero turbulence production ahead of that point. This e�ectively creates a laminar ow in the
leading edge region. As seen in �gure 26(b), computing the turbulence from the leading edge

and starting at 10 percent chord appeared to have little e�ect on the outcome. A variation in
the level of damping is also seen at the lower Mach number. At � = 6� , just beyond onset,
the oscil lations die out slowly, whereas at � = 9� the oscillations are again strongly damped.

(Compare �g. 26(b) with �g. 26(c).) It is interesting to note a variation in amplitude in the
limit cycle shock bu�et with angle of attack in the interactive boundary layer computations of
reference 7 for this airfoil.

In summary, thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations with the NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil have
shown sustained shock bu�et that compares well with experiment. The present thin-layer Navier-
Stokes computations with the NACA 0012 airfoil have shown moderate to strongly damped shock
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Figure 25. Shock bu�et onset for NACA 0012 airfoil.
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osci llation, with no evidence of a developing limit cycle shock bu�et. Turbulence transition
location does not signi�cantly alter this situation for the NACA 0012 airfoil. A limited e�ort

at re�nement of the TLNS grid likewise has not resulted in sustained shock oscillations. As
for di�erences in the solutions of the two airfoils, clearly the supercritical airfoil has a stronger

viscous-inviscid interaction behind the shock than does the conventional airfoil; this can be seen
in the comparison of the skin friction for the two airfoils shown in �gure 27. This and the fact
that di�erences in the amount of trailing edge separation due to Reynolds scaling e�ects result

in somewhat di�erent onset locations at di�erent Reynolds numbers for the NASA SC(2)-0714
airfoil tend to con�rm that trailing edge interaction has a considerable e�ect on the onset of

shock bu�et. Geometry certainly plays a role, the e�ect of which has not been fully explored in
this report.
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

.010

.005
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Figure 27. Skin friction coe�cients for two airfoils atM
1

= 0:725 and � = 3:0� . Present TLNS.

Concluding Remarks

An interactive boundary layer method using a transonic small disturbance, potential outer
ow model with an Euler-l ike streamwise ux has been coupled with several variations of the
k-! turbulence model. This method has been found to compute very accurately many standard

steady transonic test cases. Several steady computations have shown that the interactive
boundary layer method is capable of giving results that compare very well with thin-layer Navier-

Stokes results. Turbulence levels di�ered in some minor respects between the two methods, but
in general, these results con�rm that the interactive boundary layer method is capable of quite
good accuracy. This accuracy, which is superior to many other integral boundary layer results,

is also justi�cation for the use of a �nite di�erenced boundary layer, showing the boundary layer
method at its best, rather than resorting to the more widely used empirical and sometimes ad

hoc closure relations used in integral boundary layer methods.

With the interactive boundary layer method, a study has been made of the ow and
turbulence modeling necessary to accurately model shock bu�et onset. Both the interactive
boundary layer and a thin-layer Navier-Stokesmethod have been employed. Computations using

the two methods in the shock bu�et region of a 14-percent-thick supercritical airfoil compare
well with experiment. These results suggest that both methods are capable of modeling shock

bu�et onset of that airfoil quite well.
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Variants of the k-! turbulence model with the interactive boundary layer method have been
used to compute shock bu�et onset for the NACA 0012 airfoil . These solutions con�rm that

turbulence model has an inuence on the accuracy of the computed onset location most notably
at higher Mach numbers. When comparing the interactive boundary layer and thin-layer Navier-

Stokes computations, the results from the two methods were found to be quite di�erent when
computing the shock bu�et of the NACA 0012 airfoil. The shock bu�et onset computed with the
interactive boundary layer and the k-! SST (shear stress transport) turbulence model compares

well with the onset of shock bu�et seen in the data of NASA TP-2485. In contrast, the present
thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations have uniformly shown damped shock oscillations well

into the shock bu�et region. Transition locations �xed respectively at the leading edge and at
10 percent chord were found to yield qualitatively similar thin-layer Navier-Stokes results.

From the computed results, the supercritical airfoil has a much stronger viscous-inviscid
interaction behind the shock than the conventional airfoil. Trailing-edge viscous-inviscid

interaction has been shown by these results to have a considerable e�ect on the onset of shock
bu�et. What remains to be assessed computationally is the inuence of wind tunnel walls and

the e�ect of the numerical accuracy of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes scheme used in this report.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-2199
October 8, 1997
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Flow and Turbulence Modeling and Computation of Shock Buffet Onset for
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Bartels: NRC-NASA Resident Research Associate at Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.

Flow and turbulence models applied to the problem of shock buffet onset are studied. The accuracy of the interac-
tive boundary layer and the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations solved with recent upwind techniques using similar
transport field equation turbulence models is assessed for standard steady test cases, including conditions having
significant shock separation. The two methods are found to compare well in the shock buffet onset region of a
supercritical airfoil that involves strong trailing-edge separation.   A computational analysis using the interactive-
boundary layer has revealed a Reynolds scaling effect in the shock buffet onset of the supercritical airfoil, which
compares well with experiment. The methods are next applied to a conventional airfoil. Steady shock-separated
computations of the conventional airfoil with the two methods compare well with experiment. Although the inter-
active boundary layer computations in the shock buffet region compare well with experiment for the conventional
airfoil, the thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations do not. These findings are discussed in connection with possible
mechanisms important in the onset of shock buffet and the constraints imposed by current numerical modeling
techniques.
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